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Throughout the pandemic, meals were frequently
delivered to front line healthcare staff all over the
Lowcountry. It was a meaningful gift from the community.
The project took a lot of coordination and was led by Lisa
Tolbert-Geoffroy, Carolina One Realtor, Rotarian and cofounder of FLAG. The project was called FLAG - Front
Line Appreciation Group.
FLAG welcomed
donations from the
community and social
groups including the
West Ashley Rotary
Club. Restaurants, in
need of business
themselves, were then
paid to prepare and
deliver meals to
hospitals, COVID-19
screeners, clinics and
emergency response
teams. Hospital staff
led by Tara Tsehlana Community Resources,
coordinated delivery at
Roper St. Francis Healthcare and everyone in the
hospital, including volunteer managers helped deliver the
meals to the different departments. Joan Perry and Tara
Tsehlana were finally able to return the favor in small
way, and had lunch with Lisa.
Current coverage in our volunteer offices while we are
short-staffed: Laurie Glass, MPH Manager will keep a
watchful eye over Roper Hospital along with Judy
Blewer. Rebecca Buffum, RSH Berkeley Hospital
manager, will be on alert for any needs at Bon Secours
St. Francis Hospital while Joan is out for surgery Aug/
Sept. Newsletters will pause and resume mid October.
Current volunteers should try to make scheduling
changes directly with their department during this time.
Joan Perry Laurie Glass Rebecca Buffum

Need a Vaccine?

If you have friends or family members seeking COVID-19
vaccination, they may contact their RSFH MD office, call
843-727-3267, email: CV19VaxReg@rsfh.com, or use
the online scheduling site. Appointments are available at
multiple Express Care locations. Spread the word.

Student Shadow/Volunteers

Student volunteers leaving service or shadowing to
return to college or due to class scheduling, should
return their badge for closure. We’ve enjoyed having you
here and hope to see you again.
If you have been shadowing off-site, be sure to turn in
final hours. You may need documentation for career
track applications in the future.

The Joint Commission

We remain in anticipation of the Joint Commission
survey visit. Check with your manager if you are unsure
what to expect. Surveyors will want to see hand hygiene,
equipment wipe down, safety awareness, masks on,
and of course, no eating at your workstation.
Let them know we are proud of our hospitals and
volunteer role. Remember - call 2911 for emergencies.

Acts of Kindness

The Acts of Kindness nomination program is completely
sponsored and funded by the volunteer department.
Anyone in our system can nominate an MD, teammate
or volunteer who they see going above and beyond and
demonstrating extraordinary acts of kindness.
Nominations are reviewed and quarterly winners are
selected for recognition.
The nominations for the most recent quarter were
particularly heartwarming. Shaneque Alexander on
7HVT at Roper Hospital brought in bags of action figures
to entertain a young patient. Community paramedic
Glenn Cook, routinely brings in fresh farm produce and
eggs for patients in need. Security Officer Charles
Barnett, Jr., returned to the Emergency Department with
a card, stuffed animal and candy for a patient
experiencing a stressful situation.
These stories are examples of the amazing acts of
compassion performed routinely by our teammates.

RSF Berkeley Hospital
Congratulations to John
Goff - Engineering and
Claire Hudson, our artist,
recognized with Acts of
Kindness nominations, for
creating Berkeley Hospital’s
first Blessing Box.
Donations of nonperishables are welcome.
We will dedicate it in the
near future.

Gary Gardner was
recognized with an
autographed orange
traffic cone for his
assistance at the
coliseum vaccine clinic
project after-party. Wes
Thrift, Manager of
Operations, wrote, “It
was cold, hot, raining,
you name it. Gary didn’t
complain the entire time. He was personable with the
patients, and was instrumental in designing and tweaking
our traffic workflow for the thousands of vehicles coming
through the clinic.”

RSF Mount Pleasant Hospital
Welcome new volunteer Steve
Schoenbaechler. Steve recently
moved from Greenville, SC, to be
closer to his son Eric, daughter-in
-law Deanna, and grandson
Brooks. Does the name ring a
bell? Brooks is also the grandson
of long-time volunteer, Denise
Roberts. Pictured here (l-r) are
Steve, Brooks and Denise. Steve
will join our Wednesday morning
team driving the golf cart.

Thank you to our generous teammates who donated to
the RSFH Gives campaign. It was a great success! The
MPH Spirit Team includes; Shannon Thornton, Laurie
Glass and Karen Moylan. Also pictured below are
teammates from our OP Access department, 3 South,
Emergency Department, and Engineering, who had 100%
participation.

RSF Berkeley Hospital welcomes volunteer interest in the
following positions: Dietary, Medical Office Building
(MOB), Outpatient Waiting, Piano Player and Pet
Therapy. We anticipate adding a golf cart soon. If you
are able to pick up extra hours or know of someone
interested in volunteering contact Rebecca Buffum at
volunteerberkeley@rsfh.com. Thank you for your gift of
time and compassion.
Volunteers continue to enjoy vacation time off, visiting
grandchildren, touring Portugal, Scotland and embarking
on river cruises. August will bring that bittersweet feeling
as summer wanes and fall will soon be upon us. We,
however, will be glad to wave goodbye to those 100%
humid days!
Rebecca Buffum - Volunteer Manager, will be out 8/9-10
for cataract surgery. She will “see” everyone before then!

Health Screenings

New volunteers should remember to return to Employee
Health Offices for their second TB test if directed. Most of
us need two when we start. Career track volunteers
should ask for a copy of results for their personal file.

Masking Guidelines

Our leaders evaluate and adjust guidelines as the
situation changes. At this time, RSFH continues to require
masking when entering an RSFH facility and when in
public or clinical spaces in our facilities, including patient
rooms.
This applies to everyone, including patients, patient
support persons, teammates and medical staff. These
mandates are in place for the safety of our patients and
their support persons.

Volunteer Book Club
The Last Flight
By Julie Clark
Two women sit near each other in an
airport terminal and start conversing.
They find out that each one is running
away from something and hoping to
restart their life in a different location.
One is leaving an abusive husband, the other was
trapped in a drug dealing relationship. As they wait for
their flights, they decide to trade places. They exchange
plane tickets, driver’s licenses, credit cards and any
other information pertaining to their lives.
Each chapter alternates between the women with stories
about their lives and what made them decide to leave,
and how they reacted to their new surroundings after the
switch. There are some interesting twists to the story.
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Pam Chesney, Suzanne Meister
Margaret Mauro, Nancy McNerny
Shabih Jafri
Harriet Drayton
Bobbye Cole Wilson
John Ozmore ll, Alice Cagnina
Mary Stitt
Wendy Taylor, JoAnn Pachulski
Dawn Glassburn
Mary Vogel, Joseph Connelly
Brenda Capps
Ann Mitchum
Donna Blake, Linda Reinschmidt
Mary Henricksen, Robert Macaluso
Dianne Smith
Jane Classen

Bon Secours St. Francis Hospital

Welcome new and returning volunteers: Amani Dunston
and Katie Morand to Mother/Baby, Faith Pinckney and
Marissa Casto to Med/Surg, Jill Crocker to the Cancer
Center, Joann Gibbons and Debra Georges reactivating to
the Cancer Center, Joan Fabian returns to Phlebotomy.
De’Asia Rattley joins us as a student in Rehab Services.

Roper Hospital

PK Kryder, Design Consultant for California Closets, used
her sewing skills to make bibs for the Rehab Hospital.
Pictured with Judy Blewer and Mark Dickson, PK came by
the volunteer office to make a delivery.
Eucharistic Ministers Maureen Minaudo and Hal Perry
were welcomed with gratitude by Chaplain Rob Arp
(center) as they reactivated for their role. Eucharistic
Ministers interested in returning, who have not been
contacted yet, may contact Lisa at 843-402-1516.
Pictured: Phlebotomy staff celebrated as Joan Fabian
returns to escort patients. Displaced from prior roles,
JoAnn Gibbons and Debra Georgas were welcomed by
Nancy Ashcraft as they reactivated to learn the Cancer
Center reception desk. Colleen Turick, Betty Hilton
returning to Cancer Center, Mary Vogel reactivating to the
Information Desk, pictured with Kathleen Whitfield.
Fresh Produce Stand:
Waring Senior Center on
Tuesdays, 1 - 4 p.m.
Along with Judy Blewer’s return to Roper Hospital, Laurie
Glass, RSF Mount Pleasant Hospital, will be an interim
point of contact for Roper Hospital volunteers. Laurie’s
email is: lauren.glass@rsfh.com, or 843-606-7502.
There is less need for a large
post-pandemic, “take one, leave
one,” library. Help trim down the
bookshelves in the lounge by
taking any you are interested in.
We will reduce the books to one
good shelf for patient requests.
Jeanette Winfield posed with the
selection of good books to chose
from.

Nancy Gosnell delivered
beautiful crochet baby blankets
to Janice on the Mother/Baby
unit. Solveig Bracy and
Gretchen Tremann keep our
babies in beautiful knit
bonnets.
Bon Secours St. Francis Hospital: Joan Perry: 843-402-1156
Roper Hospital: volunteerroper@rsfh.com
RSF Mount Pleasant Hospital: Laurie Glass: 843-606-7502
RSF Berkeley Hospital: Rebecca Buffum: 853-529-3059
Hospice Volunteering: Laurie Beckman: 843-402-3260
Lowcountry Senior Center: Kimberly Protho: 843-990-5555
Waring Senior Center: Peggy Chausse: 843-402-1990

